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This issue of the Grand Valley Lanthorn is comprised of
work produced by students and the university community.
It is our opportunity to show off some of the hidden
talent at GVSU.
Due to a large number of entries, all of those submitted
were not able to be published. However, there are
a variety of entries in the poetry, prose, short story,
photography and art and design categories.
Winners in each of those categories will receive
a $100 prize. They will be selected by the Grand
Valley Lanthorn staff and faculty members and will be
announced in Thursday's issue.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will return with its regular
content on Thursday. Thank you to all who submitted
their work.
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FINGER PICKING
By Elyse Brownell
Today I noticed a guitar pick
laying on the stairs like camouflage.
Curious as to how the pick felt, wondering whether it was
Heavy, Medium, or Light,
wondering who’s it was.
I imagined it belonged to a stranger on the bus,
the one that looked at me and smiled under his rim,
the one I almost approached.
Or maybe it belonged to the girl in line behind me,
the girl who ordered the same sandwich I did, only hers had onions.
And as I bent over to pick it up,
my body like the pick
in triangular form, hands to toes, knees locked,
pining to pick one single note,
to be placed between a thumb and forefinger
running my body over the silk and steel strings.
Or to be placed inside someone’s mouth,
wedged between their teeth as they’re lost, deep in a thought.
And I get lost, deep in my thought of wanting my body to be
weaved over the 6th string, under the 5th string, just barely touching the 4th.
Or perhaps placed inside someone’s pocket,
near their change and keys, near some balls of lint and crumpled receipts.
Or lie in the palm of someone’s hand as I’m picked through
For nickels and dimes.
My finger ran along the surface of the pick,
along the smoothness of the edges, with a fading logo and a tiny M underneath.
My mind was stuck underneath the weight of the pick,
from knowing what it meant to be owned then to be lost.
Feeling an attachment then, a sort of despair,
I left it, placing it back where I found it,
placing my body back into it’s natural form
letting the presence of the pick, linger.

OTTAWA CREEK
APARTMENTS
www.ottawacreek.com

BEST MATE

By Danielle Coone

Monthy Rent as low as

$187.50 PER PERSON

THE SILENT MAJORITY

based on 4 person occupancy

DSL and basic cable included!

By Michael Murray

*
*
*
*

Spacious 1 or 2 bedroom apartments
Central air
Coin-op laundry in each building
Just minutes away from GVSU/Allendale

*
*
*
*

A black and white photograph
of jazz catS on a phonograph
Is as empty
as the echo from the car door sLammEd
oN level 2d.
and his hollow eChoing steps silence the hesitating
Emptiness;
the retreating steps of a man in formal dress.
31 street salutations later
the black-tieD man becomes a waiter.

Walkout balcony
Dishwasher
Large closet space
Basketball court

(616)453-9190 CALL NOW (616)677-5270

Reservations being accepted for next year!

$2,551.35
This was the most expensive
electric bill for one month at
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The Grand Valley Lanthom is published twice-weekly by Grand
Valley State University students 63 times a year. One copy of
this newspaper is available free of charge to any member of
the Grand Valley Community. For additional copies, please
contact our business offices.
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Lanthom, 100 Commons, Grand Valley State University, Al
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Match the substances to the symptoms they cause. Answers are at the bottom.
(Hint: Some substances may have more than one symptom.)

Svbstoae*/
1. alcohol
2. cocaine
3. crack

IjMptOttS
a.
b.
c
d.
a*

tremors
scabbing
dry mouth
ansdaty
narvoumatf
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TAKE ME
By Jasmine Glenn

FLOOD

Take me back
And let me go.
Let my tears fall
Where they shall go.
Cry me, be me.
Let my writing
Give birth to me.
Take me in
And let me out.
Let people see
What I'm about.
Let people know
Before I speak
That my attitude
Is nothing weak.
Yeah, I’ve been hurt
A few good times.
But that does not
Mean that you can try
To cause my heart.
Mind, body, and soul
To deteriorate and
You cannot relate
To who I am
What I was
Or who I will
Become.
Take me captive.
Let me go.
Don’t waste
Your time
Because you can
Hold my body.
But not my soul.
You can like or love
Me, but you will
Never disrespect me.
Incarcerate me.
Take me prisoner,
Nail me to a pole.
Tie me down.
Push me down.
Clown me.
Hate me
Oh you will
Let me go.
My mind is
Too intellectual.
Oh it will get
The best of you.
Lock me up
And throw away
The key.
Your thoughts
Aren’t strong
Enough to keep me.

By Anthony McKay

EMPTY GLASSES
By Emily Bushouse
There goes the moped army. They pass by the
Fourth Coast Cafe windows in a blur, their silhouettes
illuminated momentarily by the neon lights of the tattoo
parlor. Staggered and swerving through the downtown
streets, their tires leave wavy stripes in the snow. It’s
1:30 am as they parade from coffee houses to bars to
student ghetto house parties to who knows where. They
raise hell in the heart of Kalamazoo.
We gathered here in the ghetto for a cup of coffee,
or whatever cliche association people tie to “going out
for a cup of coffee”: catching up with old friends, gos
siping, people watching, purchasing a beverage of some
kind - sometimes coffee, sometimes not.
On any given occasion, I was accompanied by as
sorted hometown favorites. Sometimes by my classy
east coast Wellesley girl or some other old high school
friend; other times, by a group of guys in tight jeans and
Chuck Taylors, the ones who were always half-heart
edly aspiring to become rock stars. I've never come in
here alone but I can’t really explain why.
I stood in line at the counter waiting to order the usu
al - a French vanilla cappuccino - with my arms crossed
in front of me, trying desperately to warm myself in my
own body heat. When I came here, I always left my
jacket in the car where it would stay smoke-free. I'm
not a smoker, but if I were, I probably would have had
no problem getting a nicotine high in the time it takes
to drink one cup of coffee. The smoke circulated and
re-circulated on the downstairs floor of the cafe twentyfour hours a day, seven days a week. The upstairs was
smoke-free, but a lot of my friends are smokers these
days. I convinced myself that smoke flavoring in my
cappuccino wouldn't kill me.
For me, a night out like this was as good as it
gets. For some, though, it was probably like acquiring a
taste for cheap beer after finding love with an expensive
wine.
I watched people filter in and out through the
front and side doors. Mohawks. Black eyeliner. As
sorted colors of plastic-framed glasses. Shoes that look
like the ones they give you at the bowling alley.
Cigarettes flames created a glow of haze
around floating heads in the dimly-lit room. I felt a
little bit like an army of one without a cigarette between
my clammy fingers. But there was always an array of
customers who gratified their fixations different ways.
Compulsive Harry Potter readers, chess and checkers
buffs, and euchre experts among others. There were al
ways bodies here and there typing incessantly on their
laptop computers, revealing only pairs of eyes and top
halves of noses. They always looked content, though.

as did most. High on life or high on weed - both seemed
to satisfy the post-midnight crowd at Fourth Coast.
The cold bursts of air usually gave me about
fifteen minutes to finish my cappuccino. If I didn’t, I
would be left with a crusted ring of foam around the
inside of the glass. So I tipped the glass and suck back
the cold, foamy bubbles at the bottom. By then, I had to
pec. On my way I’d pass the fingerprinted glass door.
Next to it there was usually a mess of dog-eared fly
ers pinned to the wall. Plays. Poetry readings. Music
events. Park festivals. Open mic nights.
I opted for a strawberry cfeme soda-ish drink
the second time around. The tall, skinny boy behind the
counter always greeted me the same way: “Hey, how’s
it goin’?” He had a lizard tattooed on his wrist and as
a rule, wore something like a brown and orange argyle
sweater or a worn, tight T-shirt. He turned around to
pump the syrup into a tall glass, singing along with the
music as he worked. While he added the soda, I stared
out the window where the moped army had driven by
earlier. The tattoo parlor’s neon sign was still on. I
wondered if it was ever turned off. Street lights cap
tured floating flakes of snow on their descent against the
dark sky. Stale smoke, music, and perpetuating chatter
filled the coffee house.
The workers behind the counter changed the
CD from Social Distortion to Radiohead to Blondie.
My friends and I talked and talked and talked about
the life-things that concerned us as early twenty-some

Free Pregnancy Testing

options (616) 667.2200
567 Baldwin in Jemson (across from Meijer/Fazoli's)

Walk in hours: M: 12-9PM; T: 3-6PM;
W/Th. by appointment only
All services free A confidential
www. owe some opt ions. com_________
*

things - hating George Bush, getting a ‘real’job, finding
significant others and being totally broke.
As I reflected, I traced my finger along the jagged
grooves in the wooden table. I rubbed my hand lightly
across the cigarette ashes that were stuck the coffee and
soda spills. I chewed on the end of my straw and sucked
out the watered-down soda and melted ice at the bot
tom of the glass. Just then, as if to avert my eyes from
their trance-like state, a snowball splattered up against
the window next to me. It jolted me into shock and sent
a chill down my spine.
We collected our glasses and walked them over
to the tub for dirty dishes. For a couple of hours, we
had a common place to talk about putting off growing
up and straying from the paths our parents had planned
out for us. In a moment, it would be gone. As I added
my empty glasses to the pile, I wondered what life after
weekends at Fourth Coast would be like.

F roe Brewed Coffee

331 -PAPA (717*1

■

Large One Topping

Free

$758

Brewed Coffee

One Large
One Topping
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or order online
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Allendale’s Newest Shopping District
•Family Fare
•Bluz Salon & Spa
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• Grand Video
• Pack & Mail Plus
• Time Left Resale Shop
• Towne and Country Investments
• Coming Soon: Dollar General
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There is such a thing as a free ride.
Discover the benefits of working at Cedar Point.
To apply, visit us at the Job Fair on
Thursday, March 23rd at
the Henry Hall Atrium, 10:30 am to 3:30 pm.

GOO© O©

GRAND HAVEN

Sandusky, Ohio
cedarpoint com

GET Your Degree Faster!

By Anthony McKay

POT PIE
By Kitty Panagopoulos

GET a head start on this fall and your career.

■ Choose from hundreds of real-world classes
taught by world-class faculty
■ Rack up the credit you need to graduate faster
with classes as short as eight weeks
■ Take classes at five convenient locations

Register Today for
Spring/Summer Classes!
Registration Deadlines
Priority Registration
Open Registration

February 6 - April 15
April 1 7 - May 6

Session Schedules
Spring/Summer Session (13 weeks) May 8 - August 3
Spring Session (eight weeks)
May 8 - June 27
Summer Session (eight weeks)
June 28 - August 18

Wayne StatE

University

World Class Education
in The Real WorldrM
(313) 577-3577
summer.wayne.edu/2006

The thing about that night is that I remem
ber eating my entire pot pie. Then I finished
Mandy’s and then Heather’s. Normally, I
would cut the crust off and only eat the center
of my own. I don’t remember where my mom
was while we were eating. I think maybe she
was making phone calls or still talking to my
grandmother.
The front yard was large. It was my mom’s
second husband’s house that we had moved
into about a year before. Lots of pine trees
made it feel very private, or separated. 1 was
playing there when my grandmother pulled in.
She looked upset and either she or my mom
told me to stay outside for a while.
When Heather, my cousin, who was more
like a sister, as she lived with us, and my older
sister, Mandy, came back, I told them they
had to stay outside with me. This gave me
a feeling of importance, that at age seven, I
got to tell the 10 and 17 year old what to do.
We hypothesized that Quentin had probably
gotten in trouble again. He was my teenage
cousin who had been in a juvenile detention
facility once. Despite the fact that Quentin
was from my dad’s family, and my mom and
dad were divorced, my mom would soon after
have Quentin move in with us. She knew he
was a good kid that just needed some tough
love. My mom could slap you back into line
and make sure you knew she loved you while
she was doing it. It turned out Quentin was
fine that day.

BLISS
By Tara Cavanaugh

tottonwoo ff

Now Available!

Forest

I don’t remember how long we had to wait,
and I don’t remember who told us to come in
side. Years later, my mom would tell me that
she had looked at my grandmother and told
her NO. No she was not going to tell us. She
refused. While we were hypothesizing what
Quentin could have done, my mother was re
belling against hurting her children. She was
simply not going to tell them that their father
had been killed at work. She wasn’t going to
explain that the electrical current in the welder
had stopped his heart or that the man he was
working with had done everything he could.
Nope. Wasn’t going to do it.
Now that it has been so long, it rarely comes
up in conversation, but when it does it is buff
ered with tender humor.
We joke with her. “So did you think maybe
we just wouldn’t notice?”
“He was just on a long vacation?”
“Or just sort of forgot to stop by?
She just chuckles gently at herself, “1 don’t
know what I thought, I just knew I wasn’t
going to tell you and that it was rude of you
grandma to tell me I had to.”
I remember exactly where we were stand
ing in the dining room when she told us and
that my sister was to my left. I remember
pushing against my mom and I remember her
pulling me to her even harder. I remember
how big her hands seemed to me at the time. 1
remember her apologizing. Then the memory
blurs. Then I just remember the pot pies.

Oh, there’s only so much politics and poetry one can handle.
But it’s so tempting
to entwine oneself
in mysterious psycho-babble,
to speak in codes and rhythm and rhyme
and nebulous phrases that tantalize
with the incessant guessing
of the unsaid
of the unseen
of the Not Understood.
What’s so fun about not saying what one means
is it is so very interesting
because when it’s all said and done,
it’s dead.
Death is boring!
Let us instead
watch the wizards perform and gleam
and bewitch the words
so they prance and swirl and swoop serene
diverting our eyes in the most hypnotizing fashion
away from the mortal Truth.

Apartments
Starting at $220.00/person

In |rnis<>n ■ \r,ir Mrijri 1

(based upon 3 person occupancy & one year lease)

Model Open:

\1< tut l,i\ - 11 if I,i\ I

>: 10 I’M

Or < .ill 457-3714
www.cottonwoodforestnpls.c om

"Your home away from home"

Walk out 2 bedroom/ 1 bath
On-Site management
Includes all utilities except electric
24-hour emergency services
Includes carport
9 & 12 month lease options
On-Site Laundry
15 minutes from both GVSU campuses

Immediate Occupant) Also Available
i
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By Neil Hubert

FLUIDITY
By Ryan D. McClees
As I sit, poised over a blank page prepared to write for my per
sonal anthology, I am like a runner at the start of a race. My fresh
pen is full of ink, just as an athlete is full of adrenaline. I anticipate
the fluid motion of my hand and pen sweeping across a page. It has
had kinesthetic pleasure for me. The graceful movement is natural
in every way. The eagerness is palpable; the excitement is pent up,
ready for release. My hand is prepared, a runner getting set in the
starting blocks. When the race begins, the flow of thoughts and
ideas erupts from the starting line. My hand races across the page
and I realize my mind is an opponent attempting to triumph in the
competition. It is a race between the tortoise and the hare. My mind
goes into overdrive. While going full pace, my writing can become
messy and sometime incomprehensible even to myself. Words are
misspelled; others missed entirely. I blow past them like leaves in the
wind. Soon my hand feels sluggish like the turtle. The cramps begin
to cause faltering as the final lap is rounded. As I finally cross the
finish line, my hand is fully engulfed in pain; like a marathon athlete
who has stretched beyond his limits. I look back to what I have writ
ten and can only hope to salvage some of the ideas lost in the dust of
the race. Yet, after the cramps subside, I know that I will be ready to
line up again; because, like a runner, the feeling of gratification sets
in. I realize that the short lived pain will bring on strength for a new
contest. Every race brings the tortoise closer to catching the quick
hare. Poised over the empty white space. I’m ready to turn it into a
sea of blue or black ink. My hand is determined to catch my mind.

? PURE
We Put The "O" In Romance

LADIES
IT'S GIRL'S NIGHT OUT!

And You're The Hostess...

Ready for an evening of

BAHAMA BIRD

your very own in-home
party for LADIES ONLY?
By Mel Blohm

Reserve Your Party
Date Today!
Call or E-mail Cheri at:
(616) 890-4916
chericonklin@pureromance.com
4
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RELINQUISHED
ENDEARMENT
By Jennifer Hoewe
Clouding vision
Denying youth
Grasping concepts
Imagining truth
Hearing warnings
Feeling complete
Observing signs
Sensing obsolete
Deafened humor
Impressing end
Blinded purpose
Perceiving amends

HAVE A SEAT

Weathered outlook
Unwanted seal
Captured fragments
Envisioned ordeal

By Michael Murray

Expressed remorse
Delayed lament
Recognized pain
Unbounded torment

HOME FOR
THE SUMMER?
Get a jump on next year!
Take a couple of classes at
your community college.

• Costs are much lower
• Credits transfer back to GVSU
• Make up that missing credit or failed class

Contact your local Community College for details.

Delta College.....................................Saginaw / Bay City / Midland
989-686*9093 •

Montcalm Community College.............

www.delta.edu

877-328-2111 •

Delta College

0
(Jrand Rapids

Community

College

Henry Ford Community College........................ Detroit-Dearbom
800-585-HFCC •

www.hfcc.edu

A
North* t'Mrrn'l
rnl MU
Mk tiftfpm
It <4
*41«nr

Grand Rapids Community College......................... Grand Rapids
616-234-GRCC •

www.grcc.edu

A

Sidney

www.montcalm.edu

Northwestern Michigan College............................... Traverse City
800-748-0566 •

www.nmc.edu

West Shore Community College............
231-845-6211

•

www.westshore edu

Scottville
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By Nicole Baniukaitis
Glad just for the cease in suspense
I forced a smile, and walked on quickly.
But have carried it with me since.
So I do not understand my reaction
When we pass each other by
Why is there still this attraction?
I know you’ll never be mine.
But it’s hard the way you put it
Though I need to let you go
Because I really must admit.
That’s why 1 liked you so.

Why do I smile when I recall our last conversation?
1 should forget you by now
Was it you or my imagination?
To believe in that allow
So eloquently spoken, those words were no sweet
Not the one’s I had expected, for sure,
But I asked, and I stood to receive.
As my hopes fell apart to the floor
I swallowed your answer bravely,

5773 28th St SE, Esplanade Center
Grand Rapids, Ml 49S46
r/
Phone:(616)828 0867
>
Fax:(616)828 0868

4335 Lake Mkhigan Or Suit* 6
Grand Rapids. Ml 49544
Phone (616) 791 8733
Fan: (616) 791 8744
'

AMERICA'S CHOICE
CALLING PLANS

$39"
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Mou It U> Mcfct r C illi 19 Area m Arnica

Audiovox 8910 : Save 20%
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CAMERA

’ Head Sets
, Ear Pieces
1 Chargers

PHONE *

w/2yk CONTRACT

Belt Clips
Pouches
And More!

1 Download coupon at:
• www PalmWirelessI 1C com
I www.PalmWirelessLLC.com

’
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Unlimited Night & Weekend Minutes
450 Anytime Minutes
Double Your Anytime Minutes
W0 Aftytim# Mfcwtn
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&!sS£pR&sx3xi£Zt
tjjrEwrft ^rtxifnjL.

veri Oflwire/ess
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By Ashley Bovin
My mother used to have my body flesh on bone, tiny and petite;
my grandmother’s eyes;
the same cheekbones;
the same plump lips that smiled the same smile;
her small, thin hands just as frail as my own;
chicken legs with no trace of cellulite
and hips that protruded beneath bell-bottomed slacks.
Compare our senior portraits there aren’t many differences among our physical features.
Aunts have pinched my cheeks and told me
that I’m the spitting image of my mother at my age.

miis#ASnt*

hi 11 >> >

It should make me proud that I tit into the genes so flawlessly.
I found her old jeans while digging around in the attic once,
and considered adding them to my wardrobe.
It was exciting to think that we’d be “sharing”, in a sense,
like sisters across generations.
They’re probably back in a garbage bag in the attic I never did wear them.
I really like those genes, but they’re just not my style.

th DJ COREY HART & TWO EAGALES MARCUS
104.5 WSNX'S HOLMES AND THE FREAKSHOW

There’s no way our strong hips could hold up the same pants now.
Age has pervaded throughout her body in the thirty years between us,
rounding out almost every area.
She blames it on childbirth;
pictures taken subsequent to my sister’s birth and mine
suggest that there were alternate causes.

DRAFTS
U-CALL-IT'S
SEX ON THE BEACH

Due to the hereditary pattern,
I should eventually grow into my mother’s current physique
I respect my mother for who she is,
but I plan to avoid continuing the process.
I’d like to grow into my own individual, distinctive body.
I am my mother’s daughter,
but I am also indefinable by her precedent.
I am embracing the philosophy that we may be of the same brand,
but we each have our own fit.

f Michigan Ave. (616)'
14 cigarette butts in the ashtray
the pack
bought three hours ago
with the last of the change
the radio and television
together
chaotic noise
moonlight reflects
a pile of unsent confessions
sitting in darkness
a bottle on the table
half empty
an unslept bed
covered
in old photographs
of genuine smiles

fheftide

all utilities
DSL available in ALL units!

Starting at $250 per person
Walk out townhouses with patio
Washers & Dryers in every unit
Less than 2 miles from campus

Visit us on the web (® GVTownhouses.com

Call 895-4001
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By Brian Fisher

QUEEN-SIZED
By Amy Clark
Amanda sits flipping through the channels on her cozy
over-sized couch. With a sigh, she blows a strand of hair
from her face as she flips passed “The Real World." “Days
of Our Lives," and “The Maury Show.” I have seen enough
drama for one day. Dropping the remote on the floor, she
looks at her left hand. She slowly touches her bare finger.
Closing her eyes, she breathes in the cool winter air.
Shivering, she pulls her fluffy blanket higher towards her
neck. Hugging it close to her chest, she attempts to fend off
the frigid night air.
A noise from the other room breaks the silence.
She listens intently, but without the slightest hint of alarm.
The door creaks shrilly as it is closed. Despite the intruder’s
entrance. Amanda remains on the couch beneath her snug
haven.
Upon entering the house, Adam kicks his old wornout boots next to a pair of dressy flats, placed neatly in a line
against the wall. When passing the dining room, he glances
quickly at the half melted candles on the dining room table.
Without thinking very much about them, he trudges into the
television room in hopes of finding something decent on
T.V. to fall asleep to.
As he rounds the corner he hears a small voice
from the couch on which he had planned to rest.
"Hi, honey. Where have you been?"

4

4

4

“I was just at Dylan’s house.” He replies, slouching
instead on an old Lazy Boy.
“Did you two have fun?”
“Sure.”
“Well, what did you guys end up doing?”
“Oh you know. We just hung out,” he says, tossing his
baseball cap onto the floor next to him.
“What time did you go over to see him?" she asks sitting
up to look at him.
“I’ve been over there since 1 left this morning.”
“Oh, but I thought you had to work this morning,” she
says with a slight hesitation. “I assumed you were coming
home sooner.”
“Did I say that? He asks while grabbing at the cat’s tail
next to his chair, waking it from its peaceful sleep. “Well.
Dylan needed my help with something at his house," he
adds in short spurts while still picking and laughing at the
aloof kitten.
“What did you help him do?”
Pausing, he looks at her, “Why do you keep asking so
many questions? You act as if you don’t trust me.”
“Well, sure I trust you. I was trying to have a conversation
with you. I just wanted to know how your day was.”
“It was good.” Looking her in her eyes for the first
time that night, Adam quickly adds, “I helped him fix his
heater.”
"That was nice of you. What made you decide to help
him?
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"He’s my friend. Can’t I do something nice for a friend?”
he asks accusingly as he throws himself back into his
recliner. Hipping the foot rest out to plop his legs on.
"Well, of course you can. I never said you couldn’t,” she
adds in her soft voice and looks down at her hands once
again. She begins to caress the palm of her hand softly with
her fingertips, rounding to touch the back of each knuckle.
“Honey, could you get me my sweater out of your truck?”
she asks without looking up at him.
“What?! You have two legs. Get it yourself. Amanda
continues to look down at her hands. Seeing her blank
response, Adam quickly states, “It is pretty damn cold in
here. I’ll get your sweater. I have to go get my beer I left
out there anyway.”
As Adam walks back up the steps with the sweater
thrown over his shoulder and his beer in hand, he is careful
to avoid the patches of ice sporadically covering parts of
the sidewalk. Rubbing his unoccupied hand against his
fleece sweater, he attempts to warm it. Reaching the door,
he turns the knob only to discover that it refuses to budge.
Amanda cuddles close to feather-filled pillows
and inviting blankets on her queen-sized bed. Ignoring
the muffled bangs of the front door, she closes her eyes to
ponder this name. Smirking, she realizes just how well the
name fits.

MY FINGERS ARE
BLEEDINGALLOVER
THE HIGHWAY

W)

By Craig Wassenaar II

pavement
for months, trying to reach the
life

(9 pm Clow)

that used to exist.
O
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By Danielle Coone

WALKING A THOUSAND MILES
By Michael Adams
There I was, standing in the desert sun hunched over
in battle ready stance waiting for the onslaught. The air
was crisp with dust and my eyes squinted in the bright
ness of the never-ending sun. It was the most uncomfort
able situation I had ever been in. but it would be worth
it once my quarry arrived. 1 could hear its footsteps run
ning toward me, ready to charge me down where I stood.
I was ready. I was ready.
“Hunting horses too?”
The creature was upon me but I had been distracted.
My backside met the ground harshly and my armor felt
the hit more than my body did. I jumped back to my feet

FOUND IN PERSONALS
By Tiffany Cross
I’m the one in the corner, on the two days we ride together.
We’ve never spoken; doubt that we could, cause you
leave me speechless, you're beautiful.
You’re beautiful.
I doubt you’ve ever looked my way, but I’ve looked at you,
in fact once I saw you I couldn’t forget you.
Fell head over heels, left breathless.
In spite of myself, I sometimes stare, to shy to speak,
I leave you to your Ipod peace.
You. black square glasses, green sweater, skater shoes, transfixing
blond hair.
Me, pink hat, skater shoes, hair are black as your glasses,
skin almost as brown as the lines on your shoes.
We’d be an interesting pair, but we’d make it work.
We’d listen to Coldplay, we’d share a cup of coffee, and I’d put my
head on your shoulder. You’d look at me and smile.
But then again, ...I don’t even know your name and I probably never
will.
Never knew I could be so foolish as to wish to be with
someone I don’t know, but I am
I am.
I am because I know that I'm that once in a lifetime girl,
that sweet girl, always by your side girl, that patience girl,
the funny girl, the real thing. I’d be your everything.
And if I could just get pass hello, just say something.
I’d make you wish that you were mine..
But I lack the courage to take that first step
and I lose another chance as these days go by.
So I’m writing this in hope that I find that courage,
in hope that you don’t go before I do.

Royal Vista

quickly and started swinging my blades at the creature
trying to regain the ground I had lost.
“Can I join you?”
I ignored the voice and continued fighting the massive
horse creature before me. It leaned back and slammed
its head into my chest, knocking my over once again.
I groaned as I jumped back again to my feet, this time
noticing that the creator of the voice was another war
rior like myself. He had taken it upon himself to merely
stand there and wave while this beast planned drummer
with my chest. I continued my attack upon the creature
until it had taken all it could of my swords. The mighty
creature screamed and fell to the ground defeated.
“Nice fight man, you going to invite me to hunt horses
now?”
Sighing I reached down to take the horse hooves I
need for my quest. The warrior was still standing there
looking at me like I owed him something for the show.
He waved at me but I continued to ignore him. Giving
my neck a crack I started towards town in order to turn
in the hooves for a reward. The sun continued beating
down on my back as I ran, but it didn’t matter anymore.
The reward was worth it.
“Hey man, invite please.”
I stopped. Looking over my shoulder I notice that the
pesky warrior has been following me the entire trip back
into town. His name dangles above his head and for a
moment I am returned to reality. Iamacow.
Theo town is filled with people like me. and some that
are just like my stalker. People who play to escape real
ity and to adventure into worlds they normally cannot,
and people who know it is a game and treat it simply as
such. I can no longer smell the dusty air. or feel the beat
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ing sun on my back. The weight of my swords is lifted
and I only feel my skin protected by my cotton shirt.
“Sorry buddy but 1 have to go get some food. Been
playing for too long anyway.”
Iamacow does a nodding animation and then walks
off to bother another warrior he sees in town. There are
many people here, men and women, but how many are
actually what they seem. I came in this world to forget
my life; I wonder how many have done the same. How
many women here are really men trying to get free stuff
from homy teens and how many men here are women
hoping to avoid said homy teens? MY custom created
character sits down and eats food, but the food does not
transfer to me at my keyboard. He seems real and his
adventures are epic but in the end I am only playing the
character. I only enter the fantasy for a short while and it
is the fantasy that shakes me back out. Is my life so bor
ing that fantasy is the more exciting choice? Or maybe
I want the thrill of telling my friends that today I walked
a thousand miles and killed a hundred creatures without
even breaking a sweat. I was a hero, if only for an instant
and that remains in me forever.

Qucditu
Arbor Heights

'

TOWNHOMES

■675 -'735
CALI TODAY 457-3450

• 1 or 2 Bedroom apts or
I bedroom r.ondo style town homes
• Convenient lo< ation to both’ downtown
and atlondale <ampns

• Immediate fieeway aifess
• Washer/ Dryer and Garage included

Specials lo save you up
ONE MONTHS RENT!

• flexible 6,9.12 month leases
’Select units only
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By Dan Meyers

SHADOW
By Brent Mead

I’m searching
for what, I am uncertain
a pair of socks I’ll never wear
maybe a ticket stub
the emptiness fills me
the rain relaxes me
Joni Mitchell sings my blues
the speakers cry my tears
the hallway catches my eye
as I realize
there is nothing eye-catching about it
I trip on a dream
and fall into a puddle of false hope
soaked with disappointment
I hang my head

.*
•*

I walk in the rain
it cleanses my thoughts
it’s your shadow I’m searching for

SILHOUETTE

By Brad Harris

The Original

IMIOST POPULAR'

COLLEGE NIGHT
Wednesday 9:30pm - Midnight
* Superb Sound System

* Great Music

'Drink Specials

• $2“ 16oz. Drafts

* Billiards

• Food Specials

3 GAMES OF BOWLING
& SHOE RENTRL
Onlv $6.00
u/ith

urn IB roarer ID

s
u*

at

3335 Frirlrnes Rue., Grrnduille
616-534-6038

By Brad Harris
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By Bison Collins Messink
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pnde
light
english breakfast tea
not too hot
sometimes served with milk
yesterday
always?
hellos that turn into stop-and-chats
Jerry
your mechanic
who thankfully didn’t charge you for the latest rounds
his hands
grease blackened
holding your keys
like a marble
or a dime
does he even wash them at the end?
the breaking
the sadness
the reckoning
animal noises
Grace
air
the smell of trash behind the dumpster
and cigarette smoke
hardly distinguishable from
February breath
snow turning to rain
seven fifty-five, fifty-six, forty-two fifty-six
Aaron, DiMaggio, Rose
akiss
not tasting good
not smelling good even
not falling into or out of
not falling at all maybe
no hard-on
not even close
not outside shivering
back against the car
cold lips
legs wrapped
wishing it would snow
but not caring
not meant to be remembered at all
but not unconcerned
just a kiss
in between

VALLEY

By Ashley Maree Haverdink

cm owing of m custom muffler mmm

ALLTHEMETALMYPARENTS
INVESTED IN ME

turner Center

Servicio En Eipanol
Custom Designed Aluminzed And Stainless Steel Systems
For Compact Can to Full Size Trucks and SUV's

CFeaturing a Complete line off)

By Mackenzie Martin
The braces that straightened crooked eye teeth.
The flute that rubbed my lips raw into those braces, until the wounds
closed over
with slick new calamari lined lips.
A permanent retainer that even now, as I tell you about it, I run my
tongue across.
The ear piercing, a suburban act of defiance buried deep in my
cartilage and covered by hair, paid for with one weeks of well intentioned
grocery money, and discovered immediately upon my late arrival to my
own birthday dinner.
The fishing reels, well oiled and laced with Day-Glo line, for days of
walking through rivers.
The hair thin hooks that I inevitably wrapped your thick, expensive
yarn around, and tied into the same wooly caterpillar.
The spikes that ground the dirt of countless counties, and kissed the
occasional calf.
Grandmothers’ costume jewelry that I twirl in class, thinking about
oversized Go Fish cards and ungessoed canvas.
New cookie sheets, to replace the ones my roommates burnt the
terrible first tries at bad recipe remains onto, and took when they moved
out.
Sharp knives for chopping vegetables, my initials hand carved in
wobbly letters on the handle.
The bags of change swept off you dressers because you suspected
the balance of my bank account, through the loss of weight and careful
calculation of missed meals.
The steel frame of a car to carry me, on humming tires, home again.

♦Vortex
♦Flowmaster
Supreme Diesel
^CMX Converter

Mustang Performance ♦
Eliminator turbo ♦
Metal Cat ♦

J

KAR AUTOMOTIVE
1402 Chicago Dr. SW
Wyoming, Ml 49509
(616)241-9046
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Why are these students so happy?
Because they
just got a

FREE BIG
SCREEN TV
from Boltwood
Apartments!
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ALLENDALE

WE DELIVER

895-6777

6185 LK. MICHIGAN DR

Original • Sesame - Buttered • Garlic Herb • Cajun • Buttered Cheese • Onion • Ranch

manager@campuswest.net

Summer Rates*

FREE Howie Bread

$300/mo for 2 bedroom apartment
$500/mo for 4 bedroom townhouse

1 order of
Howie Bread

.FREE

must sign a lease for 06- 07

Townhouses

S'Op.vrsh.se
Eep«e* 03-15-06 GVSU Campos Only
«rrtn on# coupon per ortler toe extra

FREE Howie Bread

-Spacious 4 Bedroom Units - over 1330 sq. ft.
-Central Air Conditioning
Washer and Dryer in ALL units

1 order of
Howie Bread
-FREE
SiORvrsh**.f

895-5904 ^

1852 W. ( arnpu* Dri>
Ulrndalf. V|| 19101

Apartments
morel

EepKOS 03 15-06 QVSU Campus Only
*6f! on# coupon par o«*v tax »xV*

GVSU Delivery Deal

Largew/On*
Pizza
Topping
free Drtivery

E«p*«a» 03-15-06 QVSU Campu. Only
w«h one coupon par order ta> extra

GVSU Delivery Deal

w/ One Topping
Eipwos 03 ’506 QVSU Campus Only
mth one coupon par order to ertre

-Two Bedroom Units
-Spacious Living with over 1000 sq. ft.
-Air Conditioning
-On-Site Laundry Facility
Website for 24/7 communications with management
High Speed Internet and Digital Cable TV
Bus Stop for easy comute
Adjacent to GVSU
_
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By John Behrens
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Hours of Operation

Tuesdays

MONDAY-SATURDAYI1AM-2AM
SUNDAY I2PM-2AM

Bloody Sundays
$4 00 Burgers & Fries
2pm- 8pm

Wednesdays

Open for LUNCH DAILY

$2.00 Bud Light Drafts

$1 Domestic Beers &
$1 Well Drinks 9-12am
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-1am

Full food menu until 1am
every night of the week

Thursdays

Happy Horn
wfrom 4-7pm Mon-Fri

*

f

$1 Domestic Drafts $M2am
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-1 am

GOOD

$10 Bucket Beer 9pm-1am

5VOO fSli*v!ij Marq FS.ir
Al l Dot) fa Al I Nitjfit!
Over oO Sauces, Mixes, and

^ *

FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GREAT BEER!

448 BRIDGE NW GRAND RAPIDS 616-742-6095
\
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ODE TO MY RIGHT FOOT
By Mackenzie Martin

BRANDS

By far the strongest of my extremities,
featuring the toe that picked the ice
and slowed my dangerous speeds,
during my first years of a dream
to become a professional figure skater.
Although you are always the first
to poke a hole through my favorite sock,
and noticeably larger than my left,
I can never stay cross with you for long.
All the toe-balls you took
before I learned to use the laces
of my cleats to strike the bail,
and the sweet taught tension you held while we waited for the starters gun.
has launched you onto my list of favorites.
You were the most powerful weapon against
my angst ridden teenage brother
and his to-be-feared-frosties,
the far more serious mysterious man in the woods,
and the large dogs that roamed the neighborhood for a day.
You held us safe, wedged tight in the V of a tree
until the neighbors came with their yelling and their stones.
We have our intimate moments,
you, propped up on the cheap plastic of the tub wall.
while hold a book safely above the water tension
You always get the best paint job,
and I favor you each weekend,
because after a two and half hour ride (sans cruise control)
you still don’t cramp up, and together
we mock the sore right buttocks that needs to cowboy up.
After all, it doesn’t deal w ith the odd electrical buzz
that travels through the gas pedal into your tendons.
When I am old, and rely on a sturdy metal frame
to shuffle and hoist myself along,

By Neil Hubert

I promise I’ll drag lefty and let you lead.

SUNRISE IN ST. LOUIS

By Shown Zolewski

MARKETPLACE
Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons

331-2460
Fax:331-2465

Monday, March 13, 2006

Marketplace, where you can:
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your messages

Buy and sell

&

Wish a friend a happy
Profess your*^^

$10 MINIMUM CHARGE PER INSERTION FOR NON-STUDENTS

Allendale campus.
Credit cards accepted.

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

www.Lanthorn.com

COMMERCIAL DEPTS./NON-PROFIT
$0.45/word
$0.50/word
$0.40/word
$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$0.35/word

FREQUENCY
2 Issue min.
3-4 Issues
Calls taken 9-4, M-F
5+ Issues

15

Find a

.

or a roommate

And make lots of tSQ
•

Deadlines: Noon Friday for Monday, Noon Tuesday for Thursday

+ c

It's worth every penny.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Pregnant? Worried? Awesome
Options offers free and confi
dential pregnancy testing/op
tions advising. In Jenison,
across from Meijer and Fazoli’s.
Mondays: 12-9 PM, Tuesdays:
3-6 PM, W/Th: by appointment.
667-2200
www.awesomeoptions.com

CONGRATULATIONS
EMPLOYMENT
Cashier, Delivery Driver, and
Cook positions available. Must
be able to work weekends. Applyy in person at Peppino’s
Pizza in Coopersville.

Do you know someone that is
pregnant? Volunteer pregnant
models are needed for practic
ing sonography students at
GVSU. Please GVSU Center for
Health Sciences at 331-3356 to
schedule a time.

Childcare needed in Allendale.
Responsible babysitter for three
children ages 11, 8, & 6. Start
ing June 12- August 2006 from
8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday,
$200 per week. Must have own
transportation and submit to
criminal background check. Call
616-437-6754

Student Organizations - Let the
Lanthorn know what your or
ganization is doing. If you have
an upcoming event, stop by the
Lanthorn office at 100 Com
mons and fill out a press re
lease,
or
email
Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

Family seeking babysitter for
1.5 year old boy in home.
Part-time, will work around
schedule, some days. Standale
area. Contact Beth at (616)
735-3637

OPPORTUNITIES
PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love them.
Wish a friend good luck. Lift
someone’s spirits. Put it in writ
ing. Make it public. Lanthorn
personals are a great way to let
someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460 for more informa
tion.

ROOMMATES
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your ad!

SERVICES
SLIDE SHOW in Motion - slide
show and DVD productions.
Give us your pictures, videos,
and music and let us “make
your memories move.” Email
inmotionproductions@gmail.co
m or call (248) 921-1069 for
rates and details.

Lawncare Technician Work for
the #1 locally owned fertilization
Company in West Michigan.
Great people, great benefits,
great working environment. We
are also looking for someone
with mechanical skills. Check
us out at aaalawncare.com. Ap
ply online or in person at: 14202
Ironwood Dr. NW Grand Rap
ids, 49544

HOUSING

OWN A HOME and live close to
school
for
approximately
$1,000/month. 3 bedroom brick
ranch. Donna Anders (Pruden
tial) (616)291-1927

INTERNSHIPS

WANTED

FOR SALE

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/day. No experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ okay. Call 1-800-965-6520
ext 226.

Let Grand Valley know what
goodies you have to sell! Call
the Lanthorn to list your items
today! 331-2460
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LOST & FOUND
Lost & Found ads are FREE for
the 1st insertion!! 25 word maximum. Email Lanthorn@gvsu.edu
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TOWNHOMES

Got Questions? Get Answers

Ask About GVSU Student Specials!

2-3 Bedroom,

2 bath townhomes

@ your library

Call for Appointment
(616) 662-1460

1300 sq ft
Full size washer/dryer
Garage included
Resort style bathrooms
family room
Deck and/or walkout
Kitchen windows
Microwaves
Dishwasher
Full size refrigerator
Six panel doors
Central air/heat
Private entry

www.gvsu.edu/library
616.331.3500 [Allendale]
616.331.7331 [Grand Rapids]
616.331.3928 [Holland]
616.331.5932 [CHS]
1.800.879.0581 [Off Campus]

2863 Highbrook Circle
Mudsonville, Ml 49426

www.htghbrooktownhomes net

MISCELLANEOUS
News Tips - The GV Lanthorn
editorial staff appreciates your
news tips and story ideas.
Please help us make news
available to the public. Email
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu
Readers Caution - Ads appear
ing on this page may involve a
charge for phone calls, book
lets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution.
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Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn for
more information. 331-2460.

Wf

HOUSING

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy birth
day. Tell the world for just $4.00
(student pricing). Stop by the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons,
for more details.

A

1-2 bedroom apartment avail
able, 2 blocks from campus
starting at $450/month, (616)
292-7060.
4 Bedroom Home for Rent.
One mile from campus. $1,300
per month. 291-2668

is Here!

Get your news Gftline at

Lanthorn.com

and leavsso

CVSU STUDENTS 4 STAFr-

There's a NEW store downtown for school.

lollcA-W.ilsh, PLC
Statewide Representation

w

Toll-Free: (866) 726-1400
i

V°"
Info?

rid'cmi

Houses available, 4 bedrooms
to 7 bedrooms. $850-$1650,
(616) 292-7060, (616) 887-2604.

Summer Employment College
Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other stu
dents. Earn $3000-$5000, ad
vancement
opportunities.
1-888-277-9787 www.collegepro.com

Writers - Get published and get
paid. The Lanthorn accepts and
publishes articles about cam
pus issues and themes. If you
have one, email it to the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com

Vor

House for Rent: Four Bedroom
in nice neighborhood, minutes
away from downtown campus.
New washer, dryer, & dish
washer.
$750/mo.
Call
454-3035 for details.

Whether you’re selling, leasing,
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals ou have to offer!

The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100 Com
mons or email business@lanthom.com

N

DUPLEX - 2 MILES FROM
GVSU! 3 BED, 2 BATHS, NEW
EVERYTHING. ONLY $800/M0
CALL 862-3406.

Looking for help? Let the Lan
thorn set you up with people
who are looking for work! Call
331-2460 to get your search
started as soon as possible!

Try to serve Grand Valley and
the neighboring community?
Let the Lanthorn serve you by
placing your ad! Call 331-2460
to set up your ad.

MIPS

ss\"'r°

American Realty specializes in
college housing and has over
50 houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area. From Walker to
East Grand Rapids to Eastown
to Kentwood, we have all totally
remodeled homes that fit to
day’s student! Are you tired of
overpriced, cramped campus
housing, or 100 year old homes
with outragous utility bills, poor
parking, and etc.? Go visit our
homes online and apply today
at
www.american-realty.net
(616)726-5700
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$2 OFF ANY INK CARTRIDGE
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GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

By Erik Steele

NEWSPAPER HEADLINES
By Linda A. Sullivan
screaming scandals in thick black ink the kind that bleeds all over my fingers
when I dare to turn the page
and find carnage littered with our surname.
paragraphs ruthlessly printed
on lives that are no one’s business
but mine, and my own.
one glance over my shoulder and 1 fold up
the neatly creased pages
crooked.

the comers don’t match up -

Good!
neither do these lies and our lives!
indictment, fraud, complex law:
a mess of words I don’t understand
separate the accusations
that move my heart
to throbbing tears.
these misaligned comers are through.
one less article to read
about the corruption of
an unexpected urban ,u,,"-power.
these words are not for you.
“get out of my life," I scream
but only in my head out loud, such a BOLD convicted command
would only sound like a
pathetic collection of muffled sobs,
hraj"g breaths like hiccups
and inter - rupted wh i mpe rs.

BIRTHDAY SURPRISE

that’s what it sounds like when I can’t
STOP the pain
it’s what I’ll do while you
pretend my life is newt

AS OUR DECEMBER
SUN IS SETTING
By Luke Madden
You may tire of me.
As we say our long goodbye
‘Cause I'm not who I used to be.
We’ll both journey out to see
The world, as we escape with a sigh;
You may tire of me.
But we’ve been apart for these years free.
It makes my heart want to cry
‘Cause I’m not who I used to be.
But if alone I must be,
for some reason I know not why.
You may tire of me.
Friends drift in the timeless sea.
But don’t say I didn’t try,
‘Cause you’re not who you used to be.
All you have to do is call me.
And I’ll do my best to fly.
You may tire of me,
‘Cause I’m not who I used to be.
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